Welcome to SNS & EFINORD Matchmaking Day 8/5!
Date: May 8th, 2018 Time: 0930-1530
Venue: Sundsvägen 5, 23053 Alnarp, SLU. Building: Articum. Meeting room: Articum 3.
Directions: https://goo.gl/maps/gDpe9U4koAz
Create the Nordic research network of your dreams - this day might be the perfect start!
There is a great need for creative networks in cutting edge research - get inspired and
practise your skills with tips from Dr. Eva Hoff, creativity researcher at Lund university.
During the course of the day there will be several workshops on how to form creative
research networks. You will also get firsthand information about our calls* in 2018 and useful
tips on how to write successful applications. Not least, this is also a great chance to meet
new colleagues and form new, creative research networks or develop existing networks for
your future career!
Program
09.30 Coffee, tea and mingle
10.00 Welcome
10.15 Creativity workshop - My dream project!
10.35 Information from SNS and EFINORD - how to write successful applications
11.00 Creative Processes in Groups, Eva Hoff, creativity researcher at Lund Uni.
12.00 Lunch and networking
13.15 Group exercise ”Networking treasures”
14.00 Speed-dating to advance your dream project
14.45 Concluding remarks
15.15 Coffee, tea and mingle
Register here - Before 17/4
Please join the group on facebook to chat with other participants prior to the meeting!
Travel grant Are you a PhD student or young researcher?
SNS cover the travel and accomodation costs for 10 PhD students/ young researchers with
up to approx. 3 000 SEK/person. Hurry up to register - there is a limited number of grants that
will be distributed evenly between countries! April 1st is the latest day for registration if you
want us to cover your expenses. Keep your eyes open during the first week of April - this is
when we announce the successful travel grant applicants.
Contact
Visit the SNS website or follow us on Facebook and Twitter to get daily updates on forest
research! If you have any questions, please contact sns@slu.se

*The joint SNS and EFINORD network call and the SNS research project call.
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About Nordic Forest Research (SNS) and EFINORD
Nordic Forest Research (SNS) is a co-operating body under the Nordic Council of Ministers
that strives to enhance benefits for the Nordic region and to contribute to a sustainable
society. We provide funding for forest research projects and research networks in the
Nordic region.
North European Regional Office of European Forest Institute (EFINORD) promotes and
facilitate research collaboration and interactions between science and policy in forestry
issues that arises in the northern region. A particular focus is given to the bioeconomy
research field in combination with natural- and social sciences for a world where forests
significantly contribute to sustainable well-being across disciplines.
Directions: https://goo.gl/maps/gDpe9U4koAz
Car pool: Join our group Matchmaking day on facebook for carpooling!
Public transport to the bus stop “Alnarp Kungsgårdsvägen”: www.skanetrafiken.se
Alternative 1 : Kastrup airport 08:22 - Malmö C 08:46 (train)
Malmö C 08:51 - Alnarp Kungsgårdavägen (Bus 133 from “Läge I”) 09:09
Alternative 2: Kastrup airport 08:42 - Malmö 09:06 (train)
Malmö C 09:21 - Alnarp Kungsgårdavägen (Bus 133 from “Läge I”) 09:39

Articum, Campus, SLU, Alnarp
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